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Abstract This study aims to automatically detect and seg-
ment the pancreas in portal venous phase contrast-enhanced
computed tomography (CT) images. The institutional re-
view board of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg ap-
proved this study and waived the need for informed consent.
Discriminative learning is used to build a pancreas tissue
classifier incorporating spatial relationships between the
pancreas and surrounding organs and vessels. Furthermore,
discrete cosine and wavelet transforms are used to build
texture features to describe local tissue appearance.
Classification is used to guide a constrained statistical shape
model to fit the data. The algorithm to detect and segment

the pancreas was evaluated on 40 consecutive CT data that
were acquired in the portal venous contrast agent phase.
Manual segmentation of the pancreas was carried out by
experienced radiologists and served as reference standard.
Threefold cross validation was performed. The algorithm-
based detection and segmentation yielded an average sur-
face distance of 1.7 mm and an average overlap of 61.2 %
compared with the reference standard. The overall runtime
of the system was 20.4 min. The presented novel approach
enables automatic pancreas segmentation in portal venous
phase contrast-enhanced CT images which are included in
almost every clinical routine abdominal CT examination.
Reliable pancreatic segmentation is crucial for computer-
aided detection systems and an organ-specific decision
support.
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Introduction

The automatic pancreas segmentation in 3D computed tomog-
raphy (CT) data enables computer-aided detection (CAD) that
potentially supports radiologists in the daily routine. CAD
systems could assist detecting malignant pancreatic patholo-
gies, such as hypoattenuating lesions in contrast-enhanced CT
images that might turn out to be adenocarcinomas or cystic
pancreatic lesions possibly indicating intraductal papillary
mucinous neoplasms. Also, diagnosing dilated pancreatic
ducts or inflamed pancreatic tissues could be facilitated. An
early and reliable detection of pancreatic lesions is crucial for
the patient because certain types of pancreatic cancer, such as
the ductal adenocarcinoma have high mortality rates with a
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5-year survival below 5% and are the most difficult cancers to
treat when diagnosed in a progressed stage [1].

However, it is extremely difficult to accurately segment
the pancreatic tissue. In many cases, it is challenging even
for experienced radiologists to visibly distinguish the pan-
creatic tissue from surrounding organs, such as the small
bowel or from adjacent lymphatic tissue. Especially as large
parts of the small bowl are very variable in position, it may
contact the pancreas at any given topographic location. The
pancreatic head being commonly adjacent to the duodenum
is what makes this region difficult to assess. Furthermore,
surrounding organs like the liver, the stomach and the spleen
are often difficult to discern from the pancreatic tissue. In
some cases, contrast agent saturation however can help to
differentiate these organs from the pancreas. The lobulated
nature of the pancreatic tissue causes one more challenge for
an automatic segmentation. Figure 1 outlines the described
problems on example images.

Detailed review of the literature told us that up to now, only
few publications on the automatic segmentation of the pan-
creas exist. Shimizu et al. proposed two different approaches.
With the single-phase approach, an accuracy of a 32.5 %
overlap was obtained [2]. Secondly, they proposed an algo-
rithm that extracted the pancreas from contrast-enhanced
multiple-phase [3] data and obtained an accuracy of a
57.9 % overlap [3]. Kitasaka et al. [4] proposed a method to
extract the pancreas from four-phase CT data. Segmentation
quality was judged based on visual inspection as FINE in 12
cases, MEDIUM in 6 cases, and POOR in 4 cases. Wolz et al.
[5] recently reported an accuracy of a 49.6 % overlap.

In case of a dedicated examination of the pancreas or the
liver, multiphasic CT scans may be required [6,7]. However,
a scan in the portal venous contrast agent phase is included
in every clinical routine abdominal CT examination with the
exception of a few selected examinations, such as computed
tomography angiography or in the case of patient-specific
limitations (e.g., contrast agent allergy or renal impairment).
Therefore, we trained and evaluated the software on portal
venous CT scans.

An automatic segmentation of the pancreas is essential to
facilitate CAD systems. Segmentation or rather exclusion of
the pancreas may also create new or improve existing CAD
systems, such as automatic segmentation approaches for
other abdominal structures as the intestine or abdominal
lymph nodes. To our knowledge, for these structures no
robust automatic segmentation solutions exist yet. The
knowledge about where the pancreas is located also facili-
tates a customized organ-specific decision support.

In this work, an algorithm that automatically detects and
segments the pancreas in single-phase portal venous
contrast-enhanced CT images is proposed. The system was
evaluated on 40 consecutive CT scans regarding algorithm’s
accuracy and runtime.

Materials and Methods

The institutional review board of the University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg approved this study and waived the need for
informed consent.

The software was developed within the framework of the
German Theseus-Medico research program, a recently com-
pleted 5-year nationwide multicenter research project.
Physicians, university health care professionals, and com-
puter scientists collaborated in a joint venture. The Theseus-
Medico software platform has been developed in the course
of this program to support physicians in accurate and effi-
cient patient diagnostics and patient monitoring in various
application areas including pancreas segmentation.

CT Imaging Technique

CT imaging was performed with a Somatom Sensation® 64
scanner (Siemens AG, Healthcare Division, Erlangen,
Germany) with the following parameters: craniocaudal ab-
dominal scan, 120 kV; Care Dose® (Siemens AG,
Healthcare Division, Erlangen, Germany); pitch, 0.9; colli-
mation, 0.6 mm; inter-slice spacing, 5 mm; and soft recon
kernel. Images were acquired at the portal venous contrast
agent phase (intravenous application of weight adopted,
warmed Imeron® 400 (Bracco Imaging, Konstanz,
Germany) followed by a saline flush with a flow rate of
3 ml/s through a 20-gauge catheter in an antecubital vein.

Manual Segmentation

Two radiologists (a radiological resident with 3 years of
experience (M.H.) and a board-certified radiologist with
16 years of experience (A.C.)) collected the CT data and
manually segmented the pancreas in the CT images in
consensus. These delineations have been taken as the refer-
ence standard in all tests.

Detection of Support Structures

Physicians naturally incorporate topographical knowledge
in order to distinguish the pancreas from its surrounding
tissue and organs. In particular, the location of the pancreas
is estimated in relation to the liver and the spleen.
Furthermore, the pathway of the pancreas usually follows
the anterior margin of the splenic vein. This anatomical
knowledge was transferred and applied by the algorithm
(Fig. 2, right).

The detection process starts with the previously described
automatic detection and segmentation of the liver and the
spleen by adapting statistical shape models to the CT data
[8] (Fig. 2, left). The major vessels between both organs are
then extracted (Fig. 2 middle). A classifier is built that
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encodes the spatial relation between the pancreas and the
vessels. Additionally, local texture features around the ves-
sels are incorporated. In the last step, a statistical shape
model of the pancreas is adapted to the CT image to create
a final segmentation (Fig. 2, right).

Axis-aligned bounding boxes around the segmented liver
and spleen are created, and a rough pancreas bounding box
is estimated. This box is a bounding box around the liver
and spleen boxes. From this area, the segmented areas of
liver and spleen are subtracted. Subsequent calculations are
then limited to this region.

The main vessels between liver and spleen are detected.
This includes the portal vein as well as the splenic vein and
the superior mesenteric vein. For the segmentation of tube-
like structures, the vessel segmentation approach described
in Ref. [9] is applied. Three different filter scales between 2
and 4 mm are used to ensure that the complete vessel system
is extracted.

The pancreas is usually located close to two vessel
branches: the superior mesenteric vein and the splenic vein.

These branches have to be extracted from the before-
segmented vessel system. In particular, three branch points
p1, p2, and p3 are extracted (Fig. 2, middle). p1 denotes the
first major branch point of the superior mesenteric vein, p2
is the branch point between portal and splenic vein, and p3
denotes the end of the splenic vein. p3 can be directly
computed without further processing as the intersection
point of the segmented vessel system with the spleen seg-
mentation mask. For detecting p1 and p2, a graph represen-
tation of the vessel system is built. Using the method
described in Ref. [10], the vessel system is decomposed to
a set of sub-branches. Each branch contains two end points.
The branch that is partially inside the liver mask is selected.
The end point of this branch that is not inside the liver is
selected as p2. From p2, there is one direct branch to p3 and
an additional branch denoting the superior mesenteric vein.
Therefore, the end point of this second branch is p1. The
cropped vessel system from p1 to p3 represents a vessel
pathway that is used in the following to build a spatial
anatomy descriptor.

Fig. 1 Left column, axial views
of two different CT images
(portal venous contrast agent
phase) containing the pancreas
and its adjacent, in some places
difficult to define structures.
Right column, expert
segmentation of the pancreas is
shown in red

Fig. 2 Support structure
detection to guide pancreas
segmentation. Left, organ
masks of the liver and spleen
are generated. Middle, portal
vein, splenic vein, and upper
part of the superior mesenteric
vein are extracted. Right,
pancreas shape model is
adapted based on features
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Spatial Anatomy Descriptor

Appearance-based features that are applied globally to the
image are often inaccurate for pancreas detection, because
surrounding tissue may have the same texture. Therefore, in
this work, the spatial relationship between the extracted
vessel path and the position of pancreas tissue is learnt.
The vessel path v(l) ∈ R3 from p1 to p3 is parameterized
by its normalized length ∈j (0, 1, … , 100). The feature
vector

FðtÞ ¼ D tð Þ; d tð Þ; L tð Þ

maps the spatial relationship between the vessel path and the
pancreas tissue needing only a small set of features. Let D(t)
be the vector field of the distance transform of the vessel path
at position t ∈ R3 and d(t) the signed distance from t to the
closest point in the vessel path. Let v(L(t)) be the intersection
of −D(t) with the vessel path. For performance reasons, F(t) is
only computed for d(t)<Nmm. Using 40 ground truth data-
sets, N=80 was determined as the maximum distance of the
pancreas tissue in the ground truth datasets plus an additional
safety margin of 30 %. Therefore, this distance should fully
cover the pancreas also in unseen datasets. In contrast to
probabilistic atlas-based registration, no time-consuming and
potentially error-prone deformable registration is needed. The
feature space of F(t) also leads to a better de-correlation of the
data in comparison to the Cartesian coordinate system of a
probabilistic atlas. Since the distance of the pancreas to v(l)
does not deviate much over l, the proposed length-distance
representation yields a much more compact data distribution.
Simpler classification models can therefore be used to achieve
classification.

Texture Descriptors

Texture features are computed in order to describe the
appearance of the pancreas tissue around the vessel path v
(l). Analogous to the spatial anatomy features described

before, local features are created, i.e., the features are com-
puted along perpendicular vectors around v(l) (Fig. 3). The
pancreas usually follows v(l). The variance of the local
texture between v(l) and a position t should therefore de-
pend directly on the distance of t to v(l). Two texture
descriptors are created that encode dominant frequency
characteristics of the local texture around v(l). Let P(t) be
a vector of length N with sampled intensities from v(L(t)) to
t. P(t) is padded with zeros in case d(t)<N. The frequency
descriptor B(t),

Bk tð Þ ¼
XN
n¼1

Pn tð Þ cos p
N
k nþ 0:5ð Þ

� �

maps the intensity distribution along D(t) by computing the
discrete cosine transform of the intensity profile perpendicular
to the vessel path. In the experiments, the largest k=0, … , 10
coefficients were kept to build B. Since the pancreas tissue is
relatively homogeneous and lies nearby the vessel path v(l), the
proportion of high frequencies should be low at small distances
from v(l) and larger if the texture becomes inhomogeneous,
e.g., between a transition from pancreas to small bowel.

The second texture descriptor W(t) encodes the amount
of intensity variation peaks along D(t) by applying the
Mexican hat wavelet on the volume V and integrating its
negative and positive responses separately. Let the mapping
c:[0,1]→R3 be defined as c(p)=t−pD(t).

W�
μ ðtÞ ¼

Z 1

p¼0
V cðpÞð Þ � r2G cðpÞð Þ� ��

dp

G ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pð Þ3μ3

p e
�x2þy2þz2

μ3 is a Gaussian and v is the Laplace

operator. The standard deviation of G is varied using two
scales μ ∈ (1,2) (in millimeters). This descriptor will accumu-
late more responses the more different the tissue between t and
v(l) is. In case of pancreas tissue, the detector will usually
accumulate two strong responses: one from vessel or fat to
pancreas and the other from pancreas to other tissue.

Fig. 3 Sampling of intensity
profiles along the splenic vessel
in order to detect transitions
between the pancreas and other
tissue
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The final pancreas tissue feature vector is

Z tð Þ ¼ F tð Þ;B tð Þ;W�
μ tð Þ;Wþ

μ tð Þ;H tð Þ
� �

H contains low-level features at t-like intensity, gra-
dient, and nonlinear combinations as described in Ref.
[11].

Final Detector

The spatial anatomy and texture features are used to
build a boosted classifier. Here, AdaBoost [12] is used.
As weak classifiers, 200 classification and regression
trees [13] of maximum depth 5 have been chosen.
These values yielded slightly better results than using
less trees (100) or tree stumps. However, further in-
creasing the number of trees or increasing the tree depth
did not improve the results. The strong classifier is
trained with Z(t) to learn the probability p ¼j jZ tð Þð Þ .
Simple thresholding p ¼j jZ tð Þð Þ >e would lead to an
incoherent labeling since no neighborhood relations be-
tween voxels are considered. In order to approximate a
globally optimal classification, belief propagation with a
term X is used which incorporates the probability of the
classifier and global priors from the segmentation masks
as well as a term U to incorporate voxel neighborhood
relations. The labels q ∈ (0, 1, 2) have to be found that
satisfy

minqEðqÞ ¼
X Ij j

i
X Ii; qið Þþ

X Ij j
i

XNi

j
U q1; q2ð Þ

lj j is the number of voxels in V and 2j R3 Ij j is the set of
voxel coordinates. Nt denotes the set of neighbors of the
voxel at position Ii. X is defined as

X t; qð Þ ¼ p l ¼ 1 ZðtÞjð Þ þ G t; qð Þ
where

G t; qð Þ ¼ 1; if q 2 1; 2f g and t 2 M
0; else

�

Here, M is the binary vessel path mask. U is defined as

U q1; q2ð Þ ¼ q1� q2j j2 to penalize transitions between non-
neighboring classes. A multiscale approach [14] is used to
solve said minimization problem in linear time. The resulting
label q2 denotes the classification of the pancreas tissue.

Model-Based Adaptation

The final segmentation of the pancreas is created by adapting a
statistical shape model of the pancreas to the image data. The
model is positioned and adapted based on the classification
output created in the previous section. The statistical shape
model is built according to the approach of Cootes et al. [15]
and consists of 1,692 landmarks (Fig. 4). The relatively low
number of landmarks has been set based on the fact that the
pancreas is a small organ and in most CT images only
covers a limited amount of slices. Point correspondences
used to create the shape model have been established
using spherical parameterization [16]. In order to posi-
tion the model in the CT image, it is registered with a
mesh that is created from the label q2 using the
Marching Cubes algorithm. The registration is done
using the approach described in Ref. [17]. After regis-
tration of the statistical shape model with the mesh, a
constrained free-form deformation is applied [8] to yield
the final segmentation of the pancreas.

Evaluation

Abdominal single-phase portal venous contrast agent phase
CT data from 40 consecutive patients were included.
Threefold cross validation was used for performance evalu-

Fig. 4 Statistical shape model of the pancreas (mean model). The colors
denote the local flexibility of the model (blue=stiff, red=flexible)

Table 1 Volume and surface error metrics (see [18]) for the proposed pancreas segmentation method using threefold cross validation on 40
consecutive portal venous phase contrast-enhanced CT data

Method Overlap (%) Volume difference
deviation (%)

Average distance
deviation (mm)

RMS distance
deviation (mm)

Max distance
deviation (mm)

Detector only 52.2±10.31 10.53±3.73 2.58±0.77 4.69±1.15 23.62±5.45

Final result 61.2±9.08 5.62±3.47 1.70±0.71 3.10±1.13 16.13±5.18

Results are shown using the tissue detector only (2nd row) and using the whole segmentation pipeline (3rd row). Jaccard index was calculated to
show the overlap of the segmentation result and the reference standard
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ation. For each fold, the statistical shape model as well as
the classifiers were learned on the training data and evalu-
ated on the test data. The Jaccard index was calculated to
show the overlap of the segmentation result and the refer-
ence standard.

Results

Quantitative results of the proposed segmentation approach
are shown in Table 1. The metrics used for evaluation have
been taken from Ref. [18]. The metrics are volume differ-
ence between reference and generated binary segmentations
in percent as well as average distance, RMS distance and
maximum distance between reference and generated surfa-
ces in millimeters. The 2nd row shows the results which are
using the detector only. The 3rd row shows the results using
the full processing pipeline including statistical shape model
adaptation. The surface distance to the reference standard
averaged over 40 cases is 1.7±0.71 mm. The average over-
lap is 61.2±9.08 %. The average volume difference devia-
tion is 5.62±3.47 %. The root-mean-square (RMS) distance
deviation is 3.10±1.13 mm, and the maximum distance
deviation is 16.13±5.18 mm. Figures 5 and 6 show an
exemplary segmentation of the software in an unseen data-
set. A comparison to other pancreas segmentation methods
is given in Table 2. Runtime results of the proposed method
in seconds for each processing step on an Intel Quad Core
2.93 GHz CPU are shown in Table 3. The overall runtime is
20.4 min on average. The organ segmentation takes 90 s, the
vessel segmentation 5 s, and the landmark detection 3 s.
Taking 1,069 s (17.8 min), the feature computation and
classification is most time consuming. The belief propaga-
tion takes 35 and the model adaptation 25 s.

Discussion

Previously proposed algorithms to segment the pancreas are
based on multiple-phase contrast-enhanced CT data or show
a limited accuracy. Since in the clinical routine a CT scan of

the abdomen is predominantly performed acquiring portal
venous phase contrast-enhanced images, this work presents
an approach for an automatic segmentation of the pancreas
in these single-phase CT images. To meet this challenging
task, discriminative learning is used to build a pancreas
tissue classifier that incorporates spatial relationships be-
tween the pancreas and the surrounding organs and vessels.
Furthermore, discrete cosine and wavelet transforms are
used to build texture features in order to describe local tissue
appearance. Classification is then used to guide a con-
strained statistical shape model to fit the data.

The results of the evaluated algorithm show an average
surface distance of 1.7 mm and an average overlap of
61.2 % compared with the reference standard. The proposed
method is about twice as accurate as the best previously
described method applying single-phase CT data [2].
Striking is the fact that our algorithm’s accuracy is slightly
better than the best method utilizing multiple-phase CT
scans [3]. This can possibly be explained by the utilization
of variant approaches and the inclusion of most CT data for
the evaluation of the algorithm. Interestingly, the proposed
method is about twice as fast (20.4 versus 45 min) compared
with other approaches, possibly due to the fact that no time
consuming atlas-based registration was implemented.

Fig. 5 Exemplary result of the
automatic pancreatic
segmentation in portal venous
phase contrast-enhanced CT
images. The green outline
denotes the automatically
segmented pancreas. Expert
segmentation of the pancreas is
shown in red

Fig. 6 3D rendering (coronal view) of an exemplary result of the
automatic pancreatic segmentation
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However, it has to be noted that the runtime of the method
which was presented in 2010 will probably be faster on
modern computing architectures. An overview of the results
of state of the art pancreas segmentation methods is shown
in Table 2.

In contrast to prior work, we do not primarily rely on the
tissue appearance, but incorporate topographical anatomical
knowledge, which is also used by the radiologist to distin-
guish the pancreas from adjacent tissue partially showing a
low contrast and a similar texture. This is done by detecting
clinically meaningful support structures and building a clas-
sifier that models local spatial relationships between the
pancreas and the support structures. Furthermore, texture
descriptors based on wavelets and cosine transform are
proposed to model local appearance. The resulting classifi-
cation is used to guide a statistical shape model for fine
segmentation. Discriminative learning techniques are used
to detect the pancreas based on both local texture appear-
ance and topographical anatomical knowledge. It is known
that atlas-based registration methods are generally very in-
accurate in the abdominal area due to large inter-subject
variation of the intestine, contrast-enhancement and organ
anatomy.

Shimizu et al. [2] proposed a simultaneous segmentation
framework for 12 organs including pancreas based on a
combination of atlas-guided segmentation and level sets.
Evaluation on ten noncontrast-enhanced CT scans showed
an average overlap of 32.5 % for the pancreas. As the
authors note, the algorithm would need major revisions to
make it applicable to contrast-enhanced CT data. The
authors recently proposed a fully automatic pancreas

segmentation system using three-phase contrast-enhanced
CT data [3]. They first register the data of the multiple-
phase CT scans to a common space followed by a landmark-
based deformable registration with a certain patient chosen
as reference. A rough segmentation is gained through
patient-specific probabilistic atlas guided segmentation. An
intensity-based classifier is used together with morphologi-
cal operations for the final pancreatic segmentation.
Evaluation on 20 cases showed an average overlap of
57.9 %. As the authors conclude, their approach requires
three-phase contrast-enhanced CT data, because in compar-
ison to single-phase scans more information regarding the
contrast-enhancement behavior is available to guide seg-
mentation. Kitasaka et al. [4] proposed a method to extract
the pancreas from four-phase CT data based on an estima-
tion of organ distributions using expectation maximization
and subsequent fine segmentation using a modified region
growing algorithm. Applying a 3-point scale on 22 cases,
segmentation quality was judged based on visual inspection
as fine in 12 cases, medium in 6 cases, and poor in 4 cases,
where fine represents little over- and under-extraction and
poor no overlap at all. Wolz et al. [5] recently presented an
automated segmentation of several abdominal/retroperito-
neal organs (liver, spleen, pancreas, and kidneys) using
hierarchically weighted subject-specific atlases. They eval-
uated the algorithm on 100 CT scans and also reported the
Jaccard index (JI) to show the overlap of the segmentation
result and the reference standard. The JI for the pancreas
segmentation was 61.2 % in our study while Wolz et al.
reported 49.6 %. The overall system’s runtime for all organs
was around three hours on a machine with eight Intel Xeon

Table 2 Listing of state of the art methods to automatically segment the pancreas in CT images

Method Number of evaluated
CT data

Needed CT scans
per case

Runtime
(min)

Accuracy

Shimizu et al. level set [2] 10 1 (noncontrast) – 32.5 % overlap

Shimizu et al. atlas [3] 20 3 (multiple-phase) 45 57.9 % overlap

Kitasaka et al. [4] 22 4 (multiple-phase) – Visual inspection: 12 high, 6 medium,
and 4 no overlap

Wolz et al. atlas [5] 100 – – 49.6 % overlap

Proposed method 40 1 (portal venous) 20.4 61.2 % overlap

Jaccard index was calculated to show the overlap of the segmentation result and the reference standard

“–” unpublished/unavailable information

Table 3 Runtime (in seconds] of the single steps of the proposed segmentation pipeline (Intel Quad Core 2.93 GHz CPU)

Organ
segmentation

Vessel
segmentation

Landmark
detection

Feature computation and
classification

Belief
propagation

Model
adaptation

Total

90 5 3 1,069 35 25 1,224
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cores clocked at 3 GHz and 32 GB RAM. However, runtime
for standalone pancreas segmentation and the contrast agent
phase of the evaluated CT scans was not reported. It would
be very interesting to compare the performance of both
algorithms on the same set of CT scans.

An advantage of the presented algorithm could be that it
automatically segments the pancreas in portal venous phase
contrast-enhanced CT data. Since, a portal venous phase
scan is performed during almost every CT examination of
the abdomen; the algorithm can be utilized on the majority
of abdominal CT examinations acquired in the clinical rou-
tine. In contrast, multiple-phase CT examinations are only
performed in particular situations.

A robust pancreatic segmentation in commonly acquired
CT data is necessary to develop CAD systems. In addition,
this algorithm can be applied to improve detection rates and
segmentation performance of other challenging abdominal
structures, especially in case of enlarged retroperitoneal and
mesenteric lymph nodes or of the shape and location vari-
able intestine.

Our study faces some limitations. The algorithm’s overall
computational time is roughly 20 min. This constitutes a chal-
lenge to apply this system as a pre-processing step in a clinical
setting. Table 3 shows the runtime of the single steps of the
proposed segmentation pipeline. The feature computation and
classification requires the longest time by far (17.8 of 20.4min).
Additional work is planned to further reduce system’s runtime.

For the evaluation of the algorithm, CT data with non-
pathologic pancreases were included. Especially when the
pancreas segmentation shall serve as first step in a CAD
system for pathologic changes, the algorithm should also be
evaluated on CT data with pancreases showing pathologic
changes such as cancer or an inflamed area. However, none
of the other proposed approaches included CT data showing
pathologic changes.

Conclusions and Outlook

A method for the automatic segmentation of the pancreas in
portal venous phase contrast-enhanced CT images was pre-
sented. The method consists of several steps that incorporate
shape as well as texture characteristics of the pancreas and
its surrounding structures in order to deal with the often low
contrasted appearance of the pancreas in CT images. Cross
validation on 40 CT data of consecutive patients showed an
average surface distance of 1.7 mm and an average overlap
of 61.2 %. Pancreatic segmentation in commonly acquired
portal-venous phase CT images is crucial for the develop-
ment of CAD systems and facilitates an organ specific
decision support. Further work needs to be done to reduce
the computational time and the algorithm should be applied
to CT data showing pathologic changes.
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